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Abstract

NSEC3 is a proof of non-existence in DNSSEC, which provides an authenticated assertion that a queried resource does not exist in the target domain. NSEC3 consists of alphabetically sorted hashed names before and after the queried hostname. To make dictionary attacks harder, the hash function can be applied in multiple iterations, which however also increases the load on the DNS resolver during the computation of the SHA-1 hashes in NSEC3 records. Concerns about the load created by the computation of NSEC3 records on the DNS resolvers were already considered in the NSEC3 specifications RFC5155 and RFC9276. In February 2024, the potential of NSEC3 to exhaust DNS resolvers’ resources was assigned a CVE-2023-50868, confirming that extra iterations of NSEC3 created substantial load. However, there is no published evaluation of the attack and the impact of the attack on the resolvers was not clarified.

In this work we perform the first evaluation of the NSEC3-encloser attack against DNS resolver implementations and find that the NSEC3-encloser attack can still create a 72x increase in CPU instruction count, despite the victim resolver following RFC5155 recommendations in limiting hash iteration counts. The impact of the attack varies across the different DNS resolvers, but we show that with a sufficient volume of DNS packets the attack can increase CPU load and cause packet loss. We find that at a rate of 150 malicious NSEC3 records per second, depending on the DNS implementation, the loss rate of benign DNS requests varies between 2.7% and 30%. We provide a detailed description and implementation of the NSEC3-encloser attack. We also develop the first analysis how each NSEC3 parameter impacts the load inflicted on the victim resolver during NSEC3-encloser attack.

We make the code of our NSEC3-encloser attack implementation along with the zonefile and the evaluation data available for public use: https://github.com/Goethe-Universitat-Cybersecurity/NSEC3-Encloser-Attack.

1 Introduction

On 13 February 2024 a vulnerability,1 termed Preparing an NSEC3 closest encloser proof can exhaust CPU resources, was registered as CVE-2023-50868 (short for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) in a list of publicly disclosed information security flaws. The description of the CVE says that the processing of responses sent by nameservers authoritative for DNSSEC signed zones can exploit maliciously crafted NSEC3 records to cause CPU exhaustion on a DNSSEC-validating resolver. By flooding the target resolver with queries, an adversary can trigger responses to the target resolver with specially crafted NSEC3 records exploiting this flaw. Computation of those NSEC3 records can significantly impair the resolvers’ performance. In this work, we provide the first analysis of the vulnerability and an evaluation of the attack against popular DNS resolvers. We explain the impact on the resolvers’ implementations using code analysis as well as monitoring of the CPU instruction count and measurements of the latency incurred on requests from benign clients.

Vulnerabilities in proof of non-existence. Domain Name System Security (DNSSEC) RFC4033 – RFC4035 was designed to protect the Domain Name System (DNS) against manipulation attacks by attaching digital signatures to DNS records. The DNS resolvers can use the public keys of the corresponding domains to authenticate the DNS records that they receive in responses. To provide an authenticated proof for resources that do not exist, RFC3845 defined NSEC records, which list the hostname before and the hostname after the requested hostname. The listing of hostnames in NSEC records exposed the domains to zone enumeration attacks, discussed in RFC4470. To mitigate zone enumeration attacks, the IETF standardized NSEC version 3 (NSEC3) in RFC5155. NSEC3 computes hashes over the hostnames and the resulting NSEC3 record lists the hashed names instead of plaintext names. Nevertheless, NSEC3 too was found vulnerable to zone enumeration attacks [3,5,10]. Although the privacy aspects of NSEC3 records were substantially explored, there was no evaluation

1https://kb.isc.org/docs/cve-2023-50868
of the performance impact of NSEC3 records on DNS resolvers. In this work, we provide the first evaluation of the performance load induced on the resolvers by attacks with specially crafted NSEC3 records, which we dub the NSEC3-encloser attack. Although the potential degradation of performance by NSEC3 records was considered in RFC5155§§8.3, there was no evaluation of the impact on performance by attackers and the role of the NSEC3 parameters on the effectiveness of the attack. A recently registered CVE-2023-50868 does not explain the impact of the attack on the resolvers nor provides the evaluation of the attack.

NSEC3-encloser can exhaust CPU and lead to loss. We implement and evaluate an NSEC3-encloser attack that leads to increased CPU instruction counts on the affected resolvers, and also to loss of packets from legitimate clients. In our implementation of the attack, the NSEC3 records use the maximum number of iterations supported by the DNS resolver implementations, which follow the recommendation counts listed in RFC5155. We experimentally observe that using salt in the calculation of hashes in NSEC3 results in a more effective attack than attacks without the salt. The reason is that the salt value creates an additional input block which leads to an increased calculation time since the blocks are processed sequentially. At the same time, the salt value does not substantially increase the resilience to zone enumeration attacks since, in contrast to the traditional uses of the salt in hash computations like for passwords, the hashes are implicitly salted per zone by including the domain name in the computation process. This is also stated in RFC9276, and limits the benefit of using a salt in the first place.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We develop a tool for automated evaluation of the CVE-2023-50868 attack, expanding on the proof-of-concept in the CVE, and providing an automated setup to generate zones and queries. Our implementation creates multiple NSEC3 configurations setting different values for NSEC3 parameters, including a novel method for maximizing the number of NSEC3 records in DNS responses and varying salt length, all of which allow for testing different aspects of the resolvers’ behavior. We make our tool open-source to facilitate reproduction of our work [6].

- We provide the first evaluation of an attack that exploits NSEC3 records for creating a load on DNS resolvers. In our evaluation, we also analyze the resolvers’ behavior and limits introduced in RFC5155 and explain how the resolvers react to different values of NSEC3 parameters. We find that the salt increases the load on the resolvers by 30%, an aspect which was previously overlooked and not included in either CVE-2023-50868 or the PoC that the CVE made public. Our full fledged and automated attack evaluation allowed to identify the role of salt in increasing the CPU instruction counts on the resolvers. We also explore the limitations of the NSEC3-encloser attack, i.e., the high query rate required to load resolvers and the relatively low impact on traffic loss.

- We perform the first comparison of the NSEC3-encloser attack to other attacks on DNS, and explain the differences in performance and load, as well as in the vulnerabilities in resolvers’ behavior that are exploited.

- We perform measurements of NSEC and NSEC3 configurations on DNSSEC-signed domains and find that 56% of the domains use NSEC which is vulnerable to zone enumeration, while 41% use NSEC3. 77% of those NSEC3 domains use a high number of hash iterations which exposes those domains for abuse to create load on victim resolvers.

Organization. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of DNSSEC and the proof of non-existence with NSEC and NSEC3. We provide the details of the NSEC3 attack in Section 3. We evaluate the NSEC3 attack in Section 4, demonstrating the role of the parameters in the NSEC3 record on the impact of the attack. We measure real-world DNSSEC and NSEC3 in Section 5. Finally, we review Related Work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 Overview of DNSSEC and NSEC3

The IETF standardized DNSSEC RFC4033 – RFC4035 to enable DNS resolvers to detect if DNS records in responses are manipulated. The DNSSEC specification requires that the records in a zonefile are digitally signed. The zonefile contains DNS records as well as DNSSEC material, most notably DNSKEY, RRSIG, and DS records.

DNSSEC signatures are stored in RRSIG-type DNS records. The public keys used to validate the signatures are sent in DNSKEY-type records. DS records from a parent zone are used to authenticate individual Key Signing Key (KSK) type DNSKEY records in a child zone. This is done to delegate trust from a parent zone public key to a child zone public key. DS records use the same triple (owner name, algorithm, key tag) to identify a subset of candidate DNSKEYs as RRSIGs.

In additional to cryptographically attesting the validity of DNS records, DNSSEC also enables proofs for non-existing records, enabling authenticated denial of existence.

For this, RFC4035 defines Next Secure (NSEC) records for a precomputed denial of existence, that prove that a requested hostname does not exist. Each NSEC record contains a signed pair of consecutive hostnames, sorted canonically. Each query for a hostname not in the zonefile is answered by the name-server with a suitable NSEC record. For instance, a query for a non-existing hostname b.x.org is responded with a signed NSEC record for a pair of existing hostnames sorted canonically before and after the queried hostname: a.x.org and c.x.org. The resolver can then confirm the requested hostname does not exist as the NSEC record attests no domain name exists between a.x.org and c.x.org, proving non-existence of b.x.org. An example of a NSEC record is given below.
Research showed that NSEC was vulnerable to zone enumeration attacks [3, 5, 10]. By enumerating a target zone, an adversary learns the IP addresses of all resources in the target zone. An enumerated list of resources can be exploited for other attacks, such as spam. To mitigate the threat introduced by NSEC records, RFC5155 designed NSEC3: a precomputed denial of existence. The idea of NSEC3 is replacing clear-text hostnames with hashes, which makes zone enumeration from the names significantly harder. The knowledge of the hashed hostname cannot be directly used for zone enumeration since cryptographic hash functions do not allow for the reconstruction of the plaintext hostname through preimage resistance. NSEC3 uses an additional record NSEC3PARAM which contains parameters for the NSEC3 validation, including the hash algorithm, the amount of iterations, and salt parameters. A single NSEC3PARAM record dictates the parameters for the entire set of NSEC3 records. This is needed to ensure that any query for a non-existent hostname maps to an NSEC3 record. The ‘salt’ contains hexadecimal digits and is appended to the domain name to make offline dictionary attacks harder. ‘Iterations’ indicates the number of times the hash function was computed.

The NSEC3 record contains a pair of ordered hashes. According to RFC5155, to create the NSEC3 records, the canonical hostname is hashed once and the resulting hash is rehashed a number of times according to the iteration parameters in the NSEC3PARAM. Upon a query for a non-existent resource, the nameservers should return to the requesting resolvers a signed NSEC3 record that contains two hashes, one before the requested hostname and one after. The resolver can then hash the hostname to ensure the hashed hostname lies between the returned hashes, thereby proving the non-existence. An example of an NSEC3 record is given below.

According to RFC5155\§7.2, the resolvers require a proof of the closest encloser, which proves that a subdomain of the requested hostname is the closest encloser of that name. The proof consists of up to two NSEC3 records: An NSEC3 record that matches the closest (provable) encloser and an NSEC3 record that covers the “next closer” name to the closest encloser. The first NSEC3 record proves that the encloser exists. The second NSEC3 record proves that the possible closest encloser is the closest, and proves that the queried hostname (and any subdomains between the queried hostname and the closest encloser) does not exist. These NSEC3 RRs are collectively referred to as the “closest encloser proof” RFC5155. An example in RFC5155 describes the closest encloser proof for the nonexistent hostname alpha.beta.gamma.example.: The owner might prove that gamma.example.is the closest encloser. The response contains the NSEC3 record that matches gamma.example., and also contains the NSEC3 record that covers beta.gamma.example. (which is the “next closer” name).

According to the specification in RFC5155 to prove the nonexistence of a hostname in a query, a closest encloser proof and an NSEC3 record covering the (nonexistent) wildcard record at the closest encloser MUST be included in the response. This collection of (up to) three NSEC3 records proves both that the queried hostname does not exist and that a wildcard that could have matched the queried hostname also does not exist; if gamma.example.is the closest provable encloser to the queried hostname, then an NSEC3 record covering *.gamma.example.is included in the authority section of the response.

## 3 NSEC3-Encloser Attack

The NSEC3-encloser attack exploits computational complexity in hash calculation for closest encloser proofs. The idea behind the attack is to set up a malicious zonefile in a valid DNSSEC signed domain, then to cause the victim DNS resolvers to issue DNS queries for a non-existent resource in the domain of the adversary. We design our attack to be fully RFC compliant; both the client requesting resolution from the victim resolver as well as the nameserver containing the malicious zonefile fully conform to all RFC requirements. The goal is to create a zonefile that maximizes both the number of hash calculations and the computation effort per single hash calculation. We construct an attack on NSEC3 instead of NSEC as the former requires hash calculations for the closest encloser proof, which significantly increases computational load compared to NSEC. The core aspect of the NSEC3 attack lies in the construction of the proof of non-existence with NSEC3 records, which should lead to many hash calculations in the victim resolver. The adversaryrequested a resource that inflicts large complexity for the resolver to prove the closest encloser. In the following, we illustrate the attack concept with exemplary adversarial zonefiles.

---

2\[https://www.iana.org/assignments/dnssec-nsec3-parameters/dnssec-nsec3-parameters.xhtml\]
3.1 Zonefile Construction

In the configuration of the zone, we follow DNSSEC and NSEC3 standard specifications. This ensures that the zonefiles are accepted by all standard compliant resolvers.

To maximize the attack impact, the attacker needs to trigger the maximum number of hash validations in a victim resolver. Since each NSEC3 record obtained from a DNS request results in a single hash calculation, this corresponds to maximizing the number of NSEC3 records for a given request. Following RFC5155, this number is limited to up to three NSEC3 records per DNS request, leading to a maximum of three hash calculations per request. Achieving this maximum number of NSEC3 records in each resolver request requires a specific zonefile configuration, which we illustrate in Figure 1. For a configured zone origin, the generated zonefile consists of the following non-NSEC3 (and non-RRSIG) records:

▷ The SOA, NS and DS records of the zone, present at the zone apex.
▷ Two DNSKEY records, one for the KSK and one for the ZSK.
▷ One NSEC3PARAM record at the zone apex, signaling NSEC3 usage to the authoritative nameserver.
▷ The A record for the nameserver domain.

The zone has two unique name entries, ATTACK.ER and NS1.ATTACK.ER. Following specification, both of these names require an NSEC3 record, proving the existence of the Resource Record sets (RRsets) listed for the names. However, to achieve three NSEC3 records in the response for an arbitrary resolver request, this is insufficient, as any domain existence or non-existence proof would require between one and two of these NSEC3 records. To validate an NSEC3 reply, resolvers need three different values from the nameserver: The closest encloser, proof that the “next closer” domain does not exist, and proof that no wildcard record exists covering the requested domain.

The closest encloser proves that a domain exists in the zone that is the nearest ancestor of the queried name. It establishes a context within which the non-existence of the queried domain can be asserted. In our example, the NSEC3 record with the hash of ATTACK.ER proves the existence of this hostname, and all subdomains will receive this record as their closest-encloser.

The next domain hash of an NSEC3 record provides evidence of the numerically subsequent domain name hash in the zone, confirming that no records exist between the domain name hash of an NSEC3 record and this next domain. For example, consider a nameserver has to prove the non-existence of a domain with a hash of 0x123. In the zone, the next smaller NSEC3 record has a hash of 0x111, with a next hash value of 0x222. Since the requested domain hash (0x123) is larger than 0x111 but not equal to 0x222, the requested domain provably does not exist in the zone. The nameserver must provide the NSEC3 record proving that the “next closer” domain (the ancestor of the queried name just below the closest encloser) does not exist. The resolver can confirm that this domain name does not exist by validating that the next hash in the returned NSEC3 record is not the hash of the “next closer” domain. By inference, the queried name cannot exist, too, since the zone does provably not include one of its ancestors.

Finally, the resolver needs to ensure that no wildcard record covers the requested domain. The nameserver thus includes the NSEC3 record next-smaller of where the hash of the wildcard record corresponding to the level of the enclosed domain would be. These proofs may, however, overlap. For example, if the next domain corresponds with the NSEC3 entry for the closest encloser, the nameserver will only send the overlapping entry once, reducing the resulting computational effort in the resolver, thereby weakening the attack.

To force the authoritative nameserver to serve exactly three NSEC3 records to every request for a non-existing domain name and thereby maximize the impact of the attack, we develop a new scheme for NSEC3 records in the zone. The required records are described in the following. Note that $H$ is the NSEC3 hash function used, generally SHA-1.

1. $H(ATTACK.ER).ATTACK.ER$ with next hash (3)
2. $H(NS1.ATTACK.ER).ATTACK.ER$
3. $(H(ATTACK.ER) + 1).ATTACK.ER$
4. $(H(*.ATTACK.ER) - 1).ATTACK.ER$ with next hash (5)
5. $(H(*.ATTACK.ER) + 1).ATTACK.ER$

![Figure 1: Generated attack zonefile example.](image-url)
NSEC3 records (1) and (2) are mandatory records and thus must be included in the domain. Further, in the attack setup, the adversary will trigger resolution of a non-existent sub-domain of the ATTACK.ER domain, resulting in (1) always contained in the reply as it is the closest encloser to all requests. Note that this closest encloser NSEC3 record also includes a next-hash value. If the resolver requests a domain which is, by chance, hashed to a value directly “after” the ATTACK.ER domain hash, the authoritative server would detect the overlap and only send a single NSEC3 record (1) to cover closest encloser and the next hash. To prevent this and force an additional NSEC3 record in the answer, we include an additional NSEC3 record (3) which covers the hash one larger than (1). Thus, (1) always has (3) as next hash and therefore never covers any other non-existent domain in the zone. It will therefore never overlap with the required “next closer” domain record.

Similarly, the attacker needs to ensure that none of the above mentioned records, by chance, covers the wildcard domain name, as the resolver would then, e.g., only need to send a single record for “next closer” and wildcard proof. To prevent this, a new record (4) is added, with a hash value just below the hash of the wildcard domain name, as this record will now always be included to proof non-existence of the wildcard domain. Conversely, this new record now also has a next hash value, which might by chance cover the “next closer” domain of the requested domain, again leading to overlap. Therefore, a new record (5) is added that ensures that the record (4) only covers two hashes. Thus, for every request to a non-existent domain, the nameserver must include three NSEC3 records: (1) for closest encloser, then (2), (3) or (5) for the “next closer” proof, and finally (4) for wildcard proof.

### 3.2 Maximizing the Impact

Using the above described zonefile as-is only results in three hash computations. However, the impact can be increased, both by adapting the DNS request from client to resolver, and by adapting the malicious zone.

#### 3.2.1 Adapting the request

When a client requests a non-existent domain from the resolver, the resolver needs to conduct the above described checks to attest non-existence of the domain, including the check for the closest encloser. Crucially, the resolver cannot necessarily directly infer the closest encloser from the NSEC3 records. For instance, consider a nested sub-domain A.B.ATTACK.ER. The resolver receives a hash for the closest encloser, but does not directly know if the hash is for A.B.ATTACK.ER, or A.B.ATTACK.ER, or ATTACK.ER. Instead, the resolver has to attempt for each candidate individually whether any of the NSEC3 records in the response proves the existence for the encloser. The algorithm for this is listed in RFC5155. The resolver hashes the query name and matches the resulting hash against each NSEC3 record. If none of the records fit, it has to slice away the next label and try again, repeatedly hashing and matching. Therefore, the workload of the closest encloser proof depends on the number of labels below the closest encloser in the query name and, to a lesser degree, on the number of NSEC3 records in the nameserver response. Maximizing these numbers can incur a significant workload of calculating hashes on the resolver. Note that the maximum number of labels in the request is limited by the maximum request size of 255 bytes in RFC1035.

#### 3.2.2 Adapting the zone

Using NSEC3 parameters in a malicious zonefile, the per-hash overhead can be greatly increased. In the following, we highlight the two NSEC3 parameters that can be manipulated to maximize impact.

##### 3.2.3 Hash iteration count

NSEC3 supports hash iterations to increase computational effort for brute-forcing hash values. Hash iterations require that the hash of a domain name is re-iterated through the respective hash function for a set number of iterations. This mechanism, while improving security through hardening brute-force protection, can be exploited to increase computational load per calculation on the resolver, resulting in a stark increase in the number of hash calculations in the attack. For example, if the resolver needs to calculate three hashes for the three NSEC3 records in the zone, choosing an iteration count of 100 will result in a total of 300 hash calculations.

#### 3.2.4 Adding a salt

Additionally to iterations, NSEC3 also supports protection against rainbow-table attacks [9] through the addition of a salt value to the hash. The salt is added to the plaintext domain name before hashing, which prevents pre-calculation of tables of potential domain names. The salt additionally increases the computational load for hash calculations, as SHA-1 (the only currently supported hash algorithm) exhibits an increase in computation time over longer plaintext inputs. The increase in computation time stems from the underlying blocks that are used as input to the hash functions; with more blocks of plaintext, the hash function takes linearly more time. Notably, when using iterations, the salt is not only added to the first iteration of the hash function but to all subsequent inputs to the function, increasing load for each of the iterations.

Our code-review yields that all investigated resolvers support both the hash iterations and the salting, following RFC specification. An exemplary implementation of the hash function in Unbound DNS resolver is given in code Listing 1.
The code snippet shows how the NSEC3 iterations are performed. The hash is calculated and written into the result. Then, a for-loop is entered which continuously writes the result of the previous hash calculation into a clear buffer, adds the salt and calculates the hash again, as long as the iteration count is below the limit. The code-example shows that Unbound, like all investigated resolvers, conforms to the specification in iterating the hash and adding the salt in each iteration.

**Practical limits to iterations.** The standard provides recommendations to the number of iterations a resolver may allow on a given NSEC3 record. We find from code review that these values are observed only in some resolvers; a subset of resolvers do not enforce these limits, while other resolvers set stricter limits in their standard configuration. This is not surprising, as RFC9276 encourages resolvers to choose their own limits to a value they seem adequate for current deployments. A detailed overview of enforced iteration limits in different resolver versions is presented in Table 1.

**Practical limits to salt length.** Generally, a longer salt value allows for longer calculation time of a given hash. However, the maximum length of the salt is limited by the available space of the salt field in the NSEC3PARAM record, only allowing up to 255 bytes of data for the salt. We find from code review that all resolvers allow this maximum salt length, with no resolver enforcing stricter length limits.

### 3.2.5 Generating the zonefile

To test different zone configurations with differing values for the NSEC3 parameters, we develop a script that automatically generates zonefiles from a singular JSON configuration file. We make the script publicly available to facilitate reproduction of our work [6]. This configuration file used in the script specifies the individual zones, the cryptographic parameters, such as key size and NSEC3 iterations, nameservers, TTL values, and relationship between the zones. The generation script written in Python parses a configuration, generates the defined records, creates all relevant DNSSEC signature and key records, and exports each zone to a file to be hosted by a nameserver implementation.

### 4 Evaluation of the Attack

To practically evaluate the impact of the attack, we deploy the resolvers and a nameserver with the attack zones in a local isolated setup. We send attack queries to the resolvers and measure the impact of the attack under different scenarios. Section 4.1 describes the test setup, Section 4.2 illustrates the influence of different parameters on the impact of the attack, and Section 4.3 delves into comparing the impact of the attack between different resolvers, highlighting differences in implementations that cause different reactions to attack requests. Finally, in Section 4.4, we show that the attack can sufficiently stall resolvers to cause a drop of benign client queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolver</th>
<th>Iteration Limits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patched version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbound</td>
<td>1.19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.16.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDNS</td>
<td>5.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot Resolver</td>
<td>5.7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The limits introduced across resolvers over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolver</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Iteration Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bind9</td>
<td>9.16.1</td>
<td>RFC5155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.18.12</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbound</td>
<td>1.17.1</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDNS</td>
<td>4.8.2</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>5.6.0</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Resolver versions and iterations limits in the test setup.

Thus the maximum attack impact can be achieved by querying the resolver with a deeply nested sub-domain, configure the nameserver to always deliver all three NSEC3 records, and using both the maximum number of iterations allowed by the resolver, and the longest possible salt length of 255 byte.
network which serves the generated zonefiles. This ensures that we accurately measure the attack impact on the resolvers, since the per-query overhead introduced by the authoritative nameserver is negligible. The nameserver is not reachable from the internet.

We generate and include zonefiles for different combinations of parameters in NSD for each test, each having a unique identifier as part of the domain name. The zones are generated as child zones EXii.NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG to a parent zone NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG, where ii is the two-digit zone identifier. It is unrealistic that an attacker can control zones at the domain tree root or some top-level domain, but since the impact of the attack depends on the length of the zone domain name, we select the reasonable-length domain name NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG. The parent zone contains signed DS records with the digest of the child zone KSK’s, i.e., the zone has a complete and valid DNSSEC configuration and follows RFC specification.

Since the wire-format of the child zone domain is 24 bytes (including the root label), there remain 231 bytes for additional labels in an attacker query QNAME. We use a randomly chosen 4-byte label as the non-existent subdomain for the attack to prevent the resolver from answering queries from the caches. This effectively leaves 226 bytes for additional labels. Hence, the attack query names to the resolvers have the following format, resulting in 115 sub-labels:

\[(A.)^{113}.abcd.EXii.NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG\]

Each resolver is configured to query the local NSD authoritative nameserver for any queries to NSEC3.EXAMPLE.ORG with the zone’s keys added to the set of trusted keys of the resolvers. Furthermore, the resolvers have DNSSEC validation enabled and are run single threaded.

Our test setup is running Ubuntu 22.04 with a 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-1280P CPU at 4.8GHz.

4.2 Comparison of Attack Parameters

To compare the impact of the attack parameters, we execute the resolvers in a controlled environment and measure the attacker-induced CPU load for different rates of attacker queries per second and different parameter configurations. In our analysis, we identify how specific values for configurable parameters influence the CPU exhaustion impact on the resolvers, illustrating how to maximize attack impact as well as giving a numerical basis to choose appropriate limits for attack mitigations.

Our analysis includes key sizes, the number of NSEC3 iterations, and the length of the NSEC3 hash, influenced over the salt length. Each test case includes an incremental increase of the rate of attacker requests on the resolver to illustrate resolver behavior both under small scale and heavy attack.

We conduct multiple tests to find the ideal rate for increasing the attack rate and the maximum rate of attack in the experiments. We find increasing the attack rate too quickly does not allow to distinguish the impact of a specific rate from natural fluctuations in CPU load resulting from CPU scheduling, while increasing it too slow wastes measurement time. Following our evaluation, we find increasing the attack rate every 3s as a suitable compromise. To identify a suitable maximum attack rate for the experiment, we continuously increase the rate of attack until we see artifacts caused from the experiment hardware struggling to keep up with sending enough requests to the nameserver. We find a value of 150 requests per second as a suitable maximum value were we did not observe any kernel- or hardware-induced artifacts in our measurement. A value of 150 requests per second is sufficient to cause 100% CPU load in all investigated resolvers. Finally, we choose to increase the attack rate with a delta of 10/3s to cause a observable difference between measurement steps, while also keeping the measurement fine-grained enough to see detailed effects at different steps.

For Bind9.16.1, which poses no strict NSEC3 iteration limit and therefore enables a much higher attack impact per request, we reduce the attack rate to enable similar fine-grained insights. We identify an attack rate delta of 0.5/s and an upper bound of 7.5/s suitable for our setup.

In our experiments, we find that the impact of different parameters is similar between the investigated resolvers. We will thus in the following section focus on the parameter impact on Unbound 1.17.1 and Bind9.16.1. The differences between resolvers will be discussed in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Key Size

While no NSEC3 parameter per se, the key size influences the maximum allowed number of NSEC3 iterations as defined in RFC5155. We do not expect that the key size has a significant impact on the induced CPU work load since the load stems from the high number of hash calculations and not signature validation. Nevertheless, we evaluate whether this assumption holds for the tested resolvers. For this test, we fix the NSEC3 iterations at 150 and the salt length to 0 and compare the three different supported RSA key sizes of 1024, 2048, and 4096. The results are plotted in Figure 2. As expected, there is no significant deviation between the three curves in CPU load. Hence, for the subsequent tests, we use the key size 4096 as it allows for a much larger range of NSEC3 iteration values.

4.2.2 NSEC3 Iterations

For Unbound, we evaluate different NSEC3 iteration counts ranging between 0 and 165 in Figure 3a. We observe a clear correlation between higher iteration counts and larger induced workload which approaches a linear distribution as the attack query rate increases. The exception is 165 iterations which shows loads well below all other measurements. This is because the evaluated version of Unbound has a pre-configured limit of 150 NSEC3 iterations and disregards the zone with a higher iteration count as bogus without further validating the NSEC3 records it receives from the authoritative nameserver. Since processing the queries and validating the signatures has some constant overhead, an iteration count of 0 incurs more overhead than the rate 165.

In the case of Bind9.16.1, no limits are enforced for the iteration values. As evident in Figure 3b, this allows us to query zones with iteration counts well above the 150 limit of all other tested resolvers. More significantly, we can use values above the 2500 iteration limit of RFC5155 which illustrates a significant vulnerability in this version of the resolver. At attack rates as low as 7.5 queries per second, we are able to max out the CPU load at 100% for this iteration limit. But, even for the standardized 2500 iterations, there is a significant load on the resolver, reaching up to 90% at an attack rate of 7.5/s. Thus, higher iteration counts can significantly increase the impact of the attack on resolvers.

4.2.3 NSEC3 Salt Length

Next, we compare different salt lengths in Figure 4. In this test, we use a key size of 4096 and set the NSEC3 iterations to the most impactful RFC5155-conform value of 150 for Unbound and 2500 for Bind9.16.1, respectively. For Unbound, we measure an increase of CPU load by approximately one third and for Bind9.16.1 by about one half when increasing the length of the salt from 0 to 255, with the load of the intermediate values distributed uniformly in-between. This is to be expected from the way the NSEC3 hashes are calculated. SHA-1 is a Merkle-Damgård hash function, hence, the calculation overhead grows roughly linearly with the number of blocks the hash function is calculated on. With a block size of 512 bit, every 64 bytes added to the hash function input require...
one more calculation of the SHA-1 hash function to compute the digest. Thus, a longer salt multiplies the total load on the resolver for each NSEC3 hash calculation by the number of blocks added through the concatenation of the salt to the digest per hash function execution. Overall, the increased load causes the CPU load to max out at 100% for Unbound at an attack rate of 110/s and Bind9.16.1 at 4.5/s for a salt length of 255 bytes.

4.3 Comparison of Resolvers

In this section, we compare the CPU load of the resolvers under the most effective parameter choices. Since the high iteration limit in Bind9.16.1 represents a special case, we limit the comparative analysis to the resolvers with an iteration limit of 150: Bind9.18.12, Unbound 1.17.1, PowerDNS 4.8.2, and Knot 5.6.0. As in the previous section, we execute an attack with an incrementally increasing attack rate of up to 150/s and measure the induced CPU load. We fix the zone NSEC3 iterations at 150 and repeat the test with salt lengths 0 and 255. The test results are illustrated in Figure 5.

4.3.1 Salt Length 0

Figure 5a plots the CPU rates of all resolvers with a salt length of 0. We can observe a clear differentiation of loads between the resolvers with only Bind9.18.12 and PowerDNS reaching the 100% CPU limit before the attack rate is maxed out, at 110 and 150 packets per second, respectively. Furthermore, we observe that Bind9.18.12 remains at 100% CPU activity for 2 more seconds after the attack has concluded, indicating that the resolver is falling behind processing the queries in real time. Notably, Knot is able to process the attack queries more effectively, only reaching a workload of up to 50% during the test.

4.3.2 Salt Length 255

For the test case with the 255 byte salt, we illustrate the measured CPU load in Figure 5b. In this scenario, all resolvers max out at 100% CPU load before the limit of 150 attack queries per second is reached. Bind9.18.12 reaches full load at 80/s, PowerDNS at 110/s, Unbound at 130/s, and Knot at 140/s. This confirms that the NSEC3 salt has a significant effect on the impact of the attack on all resolvers, roughly increasing the load by a third and — in the case of Knot — up to one half. Once more, we observe continuing CPU load after the attack has concluded, this time for all resolvers. The time of continued stalling correlates with how early in the attack the full CPU load is reached because, once rates continue to rise above the rate at which the CPU is at 100%, the resolver is unable to process the queries at the same rate as there are new incoming queries. Bind9.18.12 continues processing queries until after the measurement has concluded.

We can thus confirm that all examined resolvers are vulnerable to the attack. Knot generally performs best when stressed under the resource exhaustion attack for both attack configurations, while Bind9.18.12 shows the greatest vulnerability to the attack in terms of CPU load. In general, the effectiveness of the attack scales linearly with the attack query rate per second.

4.4 Effect on Benign Clients

Having established that high query rates are required for achieving high CPU load on the resolvers, the question remains whether the attack can be used to sufficiently stall the resolvers such that they fail to answer benign client queries. We evaluate this by continuously sending client queries at a rate of 10/s to the resolvers while simultaneously attacking the resolver with the NSEC3-encloser attack. The clients query unique uncached records from the resolvers and log whether they receive a reply. After 5s, we consider a client request timed out, i.e., too old to be of value to the client and
Figure 6 shows the results for all tested resolvers, Table 3 lists the measured client loss rates. We measure the resolvers at attack rates of up to 150/s, starting the attack 10s into the test and executing it for 40s. For both Unbound (Figure 6a) and Knot (Figure 6b), we achieve adjusted loss rates — the total loss rate during the entire test relative to the attack time — of 34.66% and 18.01%, respectively. For Bind9.18.12, 150/s is well above the attack rate at which CPU utilization reaches 100%, hence, the high number of stalled NSEC3 validations tend rapidly exhaust kernel and hardware resources and interfere with the measurement results yielding an adjusted loss rate of 7.01%. Bind9.18.12 reaches a peak adjusted loss rate of 22.99% at the rate of 110/s (Figure 6c). Similarly, PowerDNS, when attacked at 150/s, reaches a point where there are too many stalled attacker queries leading to lower loss rates in our setup. The evaluated peak rate for PowerDNS is 120/s where we measure a loss of up to 7.87% of queries at 100% CPU utilization (Figure 6d).

The results show that, even with full CPU exhaustion, the attack achieves no full client query loss, i.e., no comprehensive DoS. The key limitation of the attack is that every individual attacker query only causes a relatively minor load on the resolver, leaving ample opportunities to process and reply to client queries in-between the attacker-induced stalling periods.

---

1https://linux.die.net/man/1/dig
2https://linux.die.net/man/5/resolv.conf
4.5 Comparison to PoC in CVE-2023-50868

Following our evaluation, we also look into CVE-2023-50868, which made the NSEC3 vulnerability public and contains a Proof of Concept (PoC) implementation of the attack.

To the best of our knowledge, neither the CVE-2023-50868, nor related blog posts contain any detailed evaluations of the impact of the attack on different resolvers. We contribute this evaluation, showing that resolvers differ in their vulnerability to the attack. For example, we find that Unbound is more vulnerable to the attack due to its internal scheduling of NSEC3 compared to e.g., PowerDNS.

We further identify the impact of different NSEC3 parameters on the severity of the attack. The PoC correctly identifies that maximizing the iteration count greatly improves impact on resolvers, which we confirm in our evaluations. However, the PoC lacks utilization of a salt value, which we show to also substantially increase the attack impact. Since salts extend the length of the hash-function input, they increase the required computation in every iteration of the hash, significantly increasing effort for the resolver.

We experimentally demonstrate that a query rate in the low hundreds is sufficient to exhaust a single CPU core on unmitigated, open-source resolver implementations at varying degrees. Using the attack, we were not able to achieve full DoS on any resolver. Our findings illustrate that the attack is not as powerful in stalling resolvers as other attacks, such as KeyTrap [7] and find that this is mainly due to the linear scaling of the workload induced relative to the attacker queries, compared to a quadratic increase in load for KeyTrap. However, an attacker can still use the NSEC3 to inflict harm on resolvers and achieve a degradation of service for benign clients using the victim resolver.

6 Related Work

DNS has a long history of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks which exploit different aspects of the DNS protocol to launch attacks against the DNS servers [1, 2, 4, 11]. Many of the attacks exploit a lack of limits on the functionalities performed by the DNS servers. For instance, [4] create a chain of CNAME records and force DNS resolvers to perform deep name resolutions, hence overloading the target victim authoritative nameserver with requests and achieving an amplification of 8.51. NXNSAttack [1] exploited a vulnerability that generated a flood of queries between the recursive resolver and the authoritative server creating a load on them both.
was vulnerable to a new class of attacks that can exhaust CPU resources and thereby achieve Denial of Service on any DNSSEC validating resolver. Their most impactful attack, KeyTrap, achieves a full DoS of DNS resolvers for between 2min and 16h by exploiting colliding key-tags and a large number of signatures, leading to quadratic complexity in validating DNSSEC signatures. Further, their findings include an attack exploiting hash computations over the DS hash that connects a parent zone to a child zone. Specifically, in their attack, they include a large amount of DS hash records in the parent zone and point them to a single entry in the child-zone with a specific key-tag value. Exploiting colliding key-tags, they achieve quadratic complexity in hash computations, requiring the resolver to try each DS record in the parent zone against each DNSKEY in the child-zone. This computational effort allows for a DoS of the resolver. The NSEC3-encloser attack that we study in this work differs significantly in its single-request impact from the attacks described in [7]. Comparing to the KeyTrap attack, the NSEC3-encloser attack inflicts a modest 72x increase in CPU instruction count, while KeyTrap increases CPU instructions by a factor of 2000000x. Thus, with KeyTrap, a single attacker is able to DoS a resolver for an extended period of time, whereas with NSEC3, a large attack traffic volume is necessary, consisting of hundreds of DNS requests per second to exhaust the CPU of a victim resolver. This is expected, as KeyTrap exploits computationally heavy public key cryptography, while NSEC3 only uses hash calculations, which require less CPU resources. However, while requiring more traffic, the NSEC3 attack can still harm DNS resolvers, as it can create a heavy load on the attacked resolver and therefore lead to substantial degradation of service.

Our work is also related to downgrade attacks against DNSSEC [8]. The DNSSEC downgrade attacks however focus on disabling DNSSEC validation but do not have adverse effects on the availability of the victim resolvers.

7 Conclusions

We perform extensive evaluations of NSEC3-encloser attack and find that it can create a 72x increase in CPU instruction count on victim DNS resolvers. This is much less than the recently disclosed KeyTrap attack, which creates a factor of 2000000 increase in CPU instructions count. Our experimental evaluation shows that even the improved implementation of the NSEC3-encloser attack that we developed creates a relatively minor packet loss (between 2.7% and 30% depending on the resolver implementation), yet requires a high traffic volume from an adversary and can be easily detected. Therefore we do not expect to see such attacks in the wild. Nevertheless, our study shows that NSEC3-encloser attack points to a potential problem in the resolvers, that was also raised by the NSEC standard specification. In this work, we explore the practical aspects of NSEC across DNS resolver implementations.

We experimentally analyze the role of the different parameters in NSEC3 on the load created on the resolvers and show how to adjust the parameters to optimize the impact of the attack. Although the increase in CPU instruction set is lower than previous attacks on DNS, such as KeyTrap or NRDelegation, using about a hundred packets per second, the adversary can still create a sufficient load on the resolvers, eventually leading to packet loss. The load is created by the iterative application of the hash in NSEC3, and is further exacerbated by the application of salt to the computation of the hash. Multiple hash iterations with salt make zone enumeration attacks more difficult, requiring more resources from the attackers.

Such records can be exploited to exhaust resources on victim resolvers, as we experimentally demonstrate in this work. The effect of resource exhaustion may become even more severe with the new proposal NSEC5 which uses public key operations [12]. Our research essentially shows that there is a tradeoff between the privacy and the load on DNS resolvers, which can be exploited for attacks. This tradeoff is also aligned with the question raised by RFC9276: do the increased performance costs justify applying additional hash operations.

As RFC9276 points out, most of the names published in DNS are typically public and are rarely secret or unpredictable. RFC9276: “They are published to be memorable, used and consumed by humans. They are often recorded in many other network logs such as email logs, certificate transparency logs, web page links, intrusion-detection systems, malware scanners, email archives, etc. Many times a simple dictionary of commonly used domain names prefixes (www, mail, imap, login, database, etc.) can be used to quickly reveal a large number of labels within a zone.”

The fundamental question of the tradeoff between privacy of the resources in the DNS zones vs load on the DNS re-

---

7 Measured on Unbound, average over 5 measurements
solves poses an important decision that the research and operational community need to take.
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